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Apr 16, 2012 I had the same error when I tried to run viperMOD PrimeTime. I only found the solution after . May 22, 2013 I
finally managed to install Vipermod PrimeTime 4.5 with USB installer (older version vipermod PrimeTime v4.5 . Nov 20, 2013
I have an Asus Eee Book . When I tried to flash with vipermod PrimeTime v4.5.01 the system freezes. when I press the "install"
button in the app manager and press on "Install" and finish, he says "install complete, but the screen turns black before installing
the CWM . Dec 9, 2013 I use vipermod PrimeTime v4.5.01, First I flashed CWM with vipermod PrimeTime v4.5.01 and it says
"Installation complete", then I tried to flash one rom (not CWM) with vipermod. I used option 5 and now I'm facing the same
problem . Dec 11, 2013 I managed to boot CWM with vipermod PrimeTime v4.5.01. I had to disable boot loader to install this
vipermod, I left all options on and started it . Update : i did a reboot . Update : I can root again with viperMod PrimeTime, but
all the apps are on the Prime, I can't uninstall them, and I have to unroot. Check for the right driver: I made a mistake with the
driver I had to use. Check for apps pre-installed by Asus . Uninstall apps and reboot, everything is fine now . Jan 18, 2014
Update vipermod PrimeTime 4.6 (keep all the previous information) . So, if you have this problem, put the new file version 4.6
on your computer, connect the device to the computer and start vipermod PrimeTime, wait until the option 5 opens (10 to 20
minutes) . After doing this, you will have the security option and you will be able to install CWM, then Root, then re-root,
everything is ok . Well done , i have no problems with vipermod PrimeTime, I can install/uninstall apps, root from secruty, and
re-root . Feb 13, 2013 Viper

!INSTRUCTIONS!! - Run and Install ViperMOD PrimeTime v4.5.zip. - Run viperMOD PrimeTime v4.5. - Open viperMOD
PrimeTime v4.5 and change option from the bottom to V4.5_Unlock_4.5. - Reboot and choose from viperMOD PrimeTime
v4.5. - Reboot and set. - Download Superuser from xda-developers for Windows and Phone, the steps are in . [TOOL][Updated
5.9.12]viperMOD PrimeTime v4.6 Auto. [TOOL][Updated 5.9.12]viperMOD PrimeTime v4.6 Auto. [TOOL][Updated
5.9.12]viperMOD PrimeTime v4.6 Auto. [TOOL][Updated 5.9.12]viperMOD PrimeTime v4.6 Auto. [TOOL][Updated
5.9.12]viperMOD PrimeTime v4.6 Auto. [TOOL][Updated 5.9.12]viperMOD PrimeTime v4.6 Auto. [TOOL][Updated
5.9.12]viperMOD PrimeTime v4.6 Auto. [TOOL][Updated 5.9.12]viperMOD PrimeTime v4.6 Auto. [TOOL][Updated
5.9.12]viperMOD PrimeTime v4.6 Auto. [TOOL][Updated 5.9.12]viperMOD PrimeTime v4.6 Auto. [TOOL][Updated
5.9.12]viperMOD PrimeTime v4.6 Auto. [TOOL][Updated 5.9.12]viperMOD PrimeTime v4.6 Auto. [TOOL][Updated
5.9.12]viperMOD PrimeTime v4.6 Auto. [TOOL][Updated 5.9.12]viperMOD PrimeTime v4.6 Auto. Feb 25, 2012 I have the
error E:Can't mount /sdcard/update.zip. I used the latest ViperMOD PrimeTime v4.6, option 5 and that is it, successflly Rooted
my TF101 with ICS 9.4.2.15! As I want to f678ea9f9e
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